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WEIGHT FILTRATION AND MIXED TATE MOTIVES
BRgNe KA"N
  This talk reported on a slight improvement of a result of Marc Levine
on the existence of a weight filtratien on a suitable category of mixed
Tate motives ilgl, by Amaette Hgber axxd the a=thor. The yeader wi}l
reaiise that this text is little more than a survey sumarising the ma,in
results of [10], that he is wairmly encouraged to consult for details and
proofs.
  AecerCling to [10], a Q-linear tensor triai}gulated category T is of
Tate type if lt is geRerated by objects Q(n), n e Z, together wlth
isomorphisms
                 Q(n) X Q(m) - Q(n + m)
satisfying the usual associativity and cemmutativity constraints, and
sxck that
HomT(Q(n) [a] , Q(m) [b]) -
O ifnÅrm
O ifn=m and alb
Qfd ifn == m and a == b.
  Fgr -oo fS es f{ b E{ -l-oo, }et Ti.,bl dekote the stTlctly ftll} triag}gulated
subcategory of T generated by the Q(n) for a S -2n S b; denote T{.,.]
simply by T.. Then T. == O for a odd, while for a even T. is equivalent
to the derived category of the category of finite dimensional Q-vector
spaces.
  in [lgl, LevlRe cggstrgcts exix)t fuRctors
                    Wsb : T -" T[-co,bl
                    WÅrb : T - T[b-i-1,+oo]
which are respectively left and right adjoint to the corresponding inclu--
sioRs gf eategeriesi axd sgÅëh that, fgT alty X E T, there is a fuRctorial
exact triangle
              WgbX --ww, X - W'bX - I'VsbX[1].
  (This comes from the fact that T[-.,e} and Tp,+..l define a t-structure
og 7) Set gr.WX = WÅr"-iWÅq.X: This defikes a" exact fuxeter
T - T.. [lrhe collectien of these data is the weight filtration oR T.
  iThis is not explicitly stated in [10].
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  There are at least three examples of Q-lineaac tensor triangulated
categories of Tate type in the literature, relative to a fixed base field
k: those obtained by taJcing the strictly fu11 subcategory generated by
Tate objects in the categor}es of motives (with rgtional coeMcients)
defiRecl respectively by ffEmamura [51, LeviRe [11] and Voevodsky [l2].
The abgve cg:structiox applies tc each cf them.
  Our ccktrib"tiok is to re{ine the defiRitiek of a weight fi}tratifiR tc the
strictly full subcategory TDM,.(k) of Voevodsky's Åëategory DM,.(k)
[121 generated by the Tate objects2. Since Voevodsky's motives are with
integral coefficients, this provides an integraJ version of Levine's weight
filtration. However, Levine's methods are suMcient to provide such a
weight filtration integrally, with a suitable modification of his axioms.
Our real contribution is therefore rather to reaiise this weight filtration
with an exp}icit formula, which may be useful in computations.
  Recalkhat the $ubcategery DM,e.ff(k) c DMg.(k) of effectlve ge-
cmetrical mgtives is fully embedded intg a sheaf-theoretic category
DMeff(k). There i$ a paxially de{ined interkal Kem:
           .H..ua,Om ff : PM,e.ff(k) Å~ DM2ff(k) -nd, DMEff(k)
which is a partial right adjoint of the tensor product on DMSff(k). It is
a very interesting open question whether .H.,.nt..om ff(X, Y) E DMge.ff (k) for
all X, Y E DM,e.ff (k); this is obvious if X,Y ff TDM,".ff (k), the effective
part of TDM,.(k), and then .H=,..,.om ff(X,Y) ff TDM,e.ff(k). Hence the
category TDMge.ff(k) enjoys an everywhere-defined internal Hom.
  Our fermRla for Ws2.X (X E TDM,e.ff(k), n Årww e) is thelt
                Ws2nX == .H......em ff(Z(n), X) (n).
  This extends to X ff TDM,.(k) and n E Z without diff}cuity, using
the fact that the functor TDM,e.ff (k) - TDM,.(k) is a fulI embedding.
The corresponding result for DM would require resolution of singular-
ities for the ground field k, but in the case of mixed Tate motives it is
not necessary [13].
  For any n E Z, the functor
                   Dg(Ab) - TDMgm(k)2n
                       C H Cx Z(n)[2n]
ls all equivaleRce of triangu}ated categorie$, where D.b(Ab) ls the boultded
derived category of finitely generated Z-modules, In this way, one may
  2Note that Voevodsky's category is homological rather than cohomological: the
functor associating its motive to a variety is covariant rather than contravariant.
For this reason, the Tate object which would be denoted by Z(-n) in Levine's
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translate the functors grV" into a collection of triarig;ulated functors
                (crx) : TDMgm(k) --. D?(grAb)
where grAb denotes the category of Z-graded abeliaxi groups. This
tetal fuRctgr is a texxsor fultctcr alld is ceBservative (but Bot aB equiv-
alekce ef categories!) This fcr;Aaiism ai$c yields spectra} seqgegces
    E2P'g(M, n) = H"ww9(k, c,(M)' x Z(n - g)) xxÅr HPff"g(M, Z(n))
for M E TDM,.(k). Here c,(M)' denotes the dual of c,(M) in D9(Ab)
and Hpt-q(M,Z(n)) :mu- HomDM,.(k)(M,Z(n)lp + q]). This is one of
the weight spectral sequences for motivic cohomology for mixed Tate
motives. In [9], we give variants of these spectral sequences for 6tale
motivic cohomology of geometrically cellular varieties over a field of
characteristic O: they turn out to be very useful for the computation
of the "llramified cohomelogy of prejective homogeneous varieties.
  A t-stygcXre eR a tensor tyiai}gÅíi}gted categcry of Tate type T ls
metivie if it is RoRdegeRerate aAd if
                 .X G A •c==År X ÅqgÅr Q(1) G A
where A is its heart. hevine shows that there is a (unique) motivic
t-structure on T provided the following condition holds:
(1) HomT (Q(n), Q(m) [a]) =O for nÅqm and aS O.
  The heart A of this t-structure inherits a weight filtration and admits
a perfect dua3[ity whieh is coinpatible with thS$ weight filtraticR3 in
particulax, it is a TaguakiaR cageggry.
  IR the case where T is a categgry gf (triaRgulated) mixed Tate rcg-
tives defined from [5], [ill er [12], there are isomorphisms
           HomT(Q(n), Q(m)[a]) cy K2(.ny.)-.(k)(M-")
for m ) n, where Ki(k) is the i-th algebraic K-group of k and Ki(k)(')
is the weight r part of Ki (k)XQ for the action of the Adams operations.
(In fact, in the cases of [10] and [12], one even has HomT(Z(n), Z(m) [a])
bl CH'n-"(k,2(m - n) - a) where CHP(k,q) denote$ Bloch's q-th p-
codimellsieRa} higher ChQw grroup ef k I2], and the latter is kRewB to
ceixcide with the weight m - n part gf K-thegry aker teksgrixg wkk
Q.) Ik this case, ccRdiÅíiolt (l) is the Beiiinson--Souge' cenjectsre.
  The Bei}iRson-Sou}6 conjecture is known for global fields, in partic-
ular for number fields. Hence Levine's theorem applies in this case.
Moreover, Levine then constructs isomorphisms




  One knows a lot more on the groups of (1) however, thanks to
Borel's computation of the algebraic K-theory of number fields [31:
the grcgp ExtPA(Q(n),Q(m)) is C fer p År l, and the dirr}eksioR of
Ext%(Q(n),Q(m)) is
  eOform=n
  . ri +r2 fer m-n edd År1
  e r2 for m-n even ÅrO
where Ti and r2 axe respectively the number of real aRd cemplex embed-
dings ef k. Unfertumate}y, fer m-n = 1, we have Extk(Q(n),Q(m)) ty
k' op Q, whieh is infinite-dimen$ional. To have a workable theory of ex-
tensions of mixed Tate motives, one should have a definition of them
cver a rikg of S-iRtegers - scmethixg which is }ackiRg at the preseRt
stage.
  Finally, let us mention that there are now realisation functors from
the varlous triax}gulated categories of rcotives to sultab}e cgtegories,
via cohomological functors. In the case of Voevodsky's eategory, see [6]
for the construction of a tensor realisation functor from DMg.(k) to
Huber's category of mixed yea!isation$, when k is of chaxacteristic O.
  For the ye}atiefiships between pelylGgaritims and extemsioRs of flrate
motives over Q, see [4], [1], [8], [11, pp, 303-310] and [7, Appendix].
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